Care and Maintenance
Your new garden item is a natural timber product. In order that you may
prolong the life of this product, we recommend that you follow the
general care and maintenance advice below.

BIRD TABLE
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

All fixings to be checked for tightness and signs of deterioration at the
beginning of each season and on a regular basis.
We recommend that this product is positioned on firm level ground. If
necessary the product can be firmly fixed to the ground by using a
proprietary ground anchor.
The timber used in the product is pressure treated in accordance with BS
8417:2011 to provide protection against biodeterioration in end use
situations. It is possible that under some environmental conditions that a
surface mould may develop, should this happen clean off with mild
soapy water.
Product should be checked regularly, and re-coated with a suitable
topcoat finish when required. If accidental damage occurs, lightly sand
and re-coat with a suitable water based wood preservative. Product can
be cleaned periodically with a mild soapy detergent.
This is a natural product and therefore colour may vary slightly from
piece to piece. As a natural product it is possible that knots can work
loose and sometimes fall out, also resin leakage and small cracks can
appear on the woods surface. Should this happen, clean off resin, ensure
any sharp edges are sanded smooth and recoat.

Ellesmere

Palmer

Contents
Components

Fixings
(1) 1 x 100mm Woodscrew
(2) 12 x 50mm Woodscrew
(3) 1 x 70mm Allen Screw
(4) 4 x 40mm Woodscrew

(A) x1 Stem

Products should be given suitable protection from adverse weather
conditions, particularly during the winter months.
Please retain these instructions for future reference and use.

(B) x1
(C) x1
(D) x4

Helpline 01302 761573
Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm

Hanbury

(E) x4

Upper Footrail
Lower Footrail
Lower Brace
Upper Brace

(G) x1
Finial

Tools required
(F) x1
Bird Table Head
Ellesmere/Palmer/Hanbury

Pozi-drive screwdriver
Allen key (supplied)
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Before you start:
�
�
�
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Clear an area to build the product.
Identify parts and lay them out ready.
2 persons advised for assembly.
Site product on a clear level area.

(F)

4

Place Ellesmere/Palmer/Hanbury head
over assembled stand so it sits squarely
on the braces below.

Logo to top
(A)

Have an assistant hold it in place
before proceeding to step 5.

(B)
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(A)
(C)
(D)

(D)

*INSERT FIRST* Fixing (3)
70mm Allen screw x1
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Fixing (1)
100mm Woodscrew x1
(D)

(D)

Fixing (2)
50mm Woodscrew x8
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Braces flush with post top
(E)

Fixing (4)
40mm Woodscrew x4
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(G)

(E)

(E)

(E)

(F)

Fixing (2)
50mm Woodscrew x4
(A)

